
ULTREX
®

 FIBERGLASS  

REPLACEMENT WINDOWS AND DOORS



A different kind of company
Nearly a century of innovation and uncompromising product performance 

standards: that’s the legacy of Marvin Windows and Doors. We are a family-

owned company that has always believed in using the finest materials to 

create exceptional products, then backing them up with first-rate service. 

As a result, our windows and doors have earned a solid reputation for  

superior quality, fine craftsmanship, and long-lasting performance.  

The bottom line is customers trust the Marvin name because it means  

a quality product backed by service.

Today, third- and fourth-generation Marvins remain actively involved  

in the company and continue a strong commitment to our customers, 

communities, employees, and products.

Recognizing a need for non-wood replacement windows for discerning 

homeowners like you, Marvin created Infinity®, a revolutionary line of 

replacement products developed with the expertise of an industry leader.

From Our Family to Yours
Extending Trust with the Marvin® Name

“Thank you for considering Infinity from Marvin 

for your replacement project. We take pride in 

producing the highest-quality, longest-lasting 

windows and doors and providing you a simple, 

hassle-free replacement experience.”

Dan Marvin

1912
George G. Marvin  

forms Marvin Lumber  

and Cedar Company.

1939
Wm. S. “Bill” Marvin 

becomes the 8th employee  

and convinces his father to 

purchase a radial arm saw 

— Marvin’s first step into 

window manufacturing.

1970s
Marvin expands nationally 

and internationally.

1992
Marvin pioneers Ultrex® 

fiberglass for use in window 

and door components.

2002
Marvin introduces  

Infinity, its first window 

line made completely  

of Ultrex fiberglass.
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Infinity® from Marvin®

Building on Decades of Experience

The Infinity team takes pride in producing the highest quality replacement windows and doors. In 

addition to being long-lasting and energy-efficient, all Infinity products are made in America.

An idea is born
The origin of Infinity from Marvin came from a simple idea: Marvin had a 

long history of making some of the very best wood and wood/clad windows 

and doors available. Why not introduce a non-wood product line that is  

low-maintenance and offers superior appearance and performance?

Marvin has used Ultrex® fiberglass components since the early 1990s,  

and recognized its superior characteristics of low-maintenance, durability, 

strength, and energy efficiency.

So the idea was developed further; Marvin took designers with decades of  

experience and asked them to design a window line specifically for your 

replacement project needs. The line would combine low-maintenance Ultrex 

fiberglass with the look of traditional windows, and be made in custom sizes 

and options for every replacement project need.

Finally, Marvin decided that the line should be presented to the market by 

professional replacement experts who handle the entire process seamlessly 

from initial consultation all the way through installation. Simple and hassle 

free for you.

And so an idea was born... Infinity from Marvin.
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Why over 75,000 satisfied homeowners prefer Infinity Replacement Windows
1 Weathertight — provides year-round comfort wherever you live.

2 Super Durable Ultrex® — the ideal window material means virtually no maintenance for you.

3 Energy Efficient — ENERGY STAR® qualified products help save money on heating and cooling costs.

4 Better Looking — thoughtful design and traditional detailing not found in other replacement windows.

5 No-hassle shopping experience — from a reputable local installing retailer.

6 Easy to Clean — advanced designs make cleaning worries a thing of the past.

7 Limited Lifetime Warranty — brings you peace of mind.

8 Founded by Marvin® Windows and Doors — an industry leader for nearly a century.
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Infinity® makes your entire replacement window and door project simple  

and hassle-free. In fact, our independent Infinity retailers offer a one-stop 

shopping experience, providing knowledgeable expertise from initial 

consultation all the way through full-service delivery and installation.

Infinity’s simple 4-step process

 A local expert will give you a thorough in-home consultation or   

 showroom tour of Infinity products and services.

  A window professional will measure your existing windows and doors 

for accurate replacement specification.

  You’ll then receive a detailed project quote that you can review with 

your retailer and have all your questions answered.

  Removal of your old windows and doors is followed by convenient and 

professional installation of your custom replacement windows and a 

thorough clean-up of the area.

  Best of all, you’ll have peace of mind with the Infinity Limited Lifetime 

Warranty.

Our Hassle-Free Experience
An Unmatched Experience with the Experts

1

4

3

2
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Our local experts make a difference
Infinity from Marvin® independent retailers are hand selected for their 

expertise and decades of experience in your local market. Infinity retailers 

live and work in your communities, and will treat you like a neighbor.

Benefits of working with your local Infinity retailer:

•  Many Infinity retailers are local, family-run enterprises that give back 

to your community. Their reputation and future business rely on 

your 100% satisfaction.

•  Infinity retailers have decades of experience in your market. 

They understand your unique local codes, requirements, and 

installation needs.

•  If the need arises, you can often speak directly to the retailer’s owner. 

•  Infinity retailers create good jobs and support your local economy.

•  Infinity retailers are available to support the Limited Lifetime 

Warranty should the need arise.

Scan this QR code to 

learn more about how our 

retailers make a difference.

“ At Home Exteriors by 

Callen, we appreciate our 

relationship with Infinity 

because we are both 

family owned and operated 

businesses. We share the 

same commitment to our 

customers, communities, 

and employees.” 

Phil and Tom Callen 

Home Exteriors by Callen 

Brookfield, WI
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Depending on the age and style of your home, Infinity® offers two window 

replacement methods. Both methods are designed for maximum efficiency  

and minimal disruption to your home.

Option 1: Insert replacement

This replacement method is used when your existing window frames are  

in good condition, but the sash need replacement. Our frame-in-frame insert 

design is installed into your existing window frame with no disruption to 

existing trim, interior walls, or exterior siding. 

This method is fast, efficient, more economical, and there is no finishing 

required on your part.

Option 2: Full-frame replacement

This installation method is appropriate when your entire window has 

deteriorated and needs replacement or if you are looking for a totally new 

window size, style, or appearance. With full-frame replacement, the entire 

window (sash, frame, and casing) is removed and replaced.

Every Infinity product is backed by the Infinity Limited Lifetime Warranty.  

It’s our pledge to you that we will stand behind our products for as long  

as you own them.

For full details on our Limited Lifetime Warranty, see infinitywindows.com.

Installation Options
The Best Fit for Your Home

“Our Infinity retailer handled 

the entire process for us  

from start to finish. It was 

truly hassle-free.” 
Lee & Ray D.
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“ After we replaced our 
windows with Infinity, our 
utility bill was so low the 
utility company came by our 
house because they were 
sure our meter was broken!” 
Randy & Lynn S.

“ With Infinity from Marvin® I got 
everything I wanted... low-
maintenance fiberglass, easy 
cleaning features, and even 
more daylight and better 
views. I wish every decision 
was this easy.”  Kathy B.
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Ultrex fiberglass — a superior material
Infinity® replacement windows and doors are made from Ultrex fiberglass —  

a pultruded fiberglass material so strong and durable it is superior to other window 

materials. Best of all, it makes Infinity products virtually maintenance free.

Created for strength and beauty

Our patented process starts with strong cables of glass that are saturated 

with specially compounded resins, pulled through a heated die, and cut with 

diamond-edge blades. Below are the steps Ultrex goes through from forming 

and curing all the way to the cutting stage. All of these steps create a remarkably 

durable material that outlasts and outperforms other window materials.

Filament   
Dispensing

Forming 
Process

Resin 
Saturation

Curing 
Process Cutting

Fiberglass Rovings 
& Matting

Shapes Material 
Entering the Die

Resin Added 
to Glass

Heated 
Die

Diamond Impregnated 
Saw Blade

Ultrex® Fiberglass
Our Superior Material

ULTREX FIBERGLASS IS 

8X STRONGER  
THAN VINYL AND THE 

TENSILE STRENGTH OF 

ONE SQUARE INCH CAN 

SUPPORT 41,000 POUNDS.*

Advantages of Ultrex fiberglass

• Low maintenance 

• Base material is silica sand — an abundant natural resource

• Intricate profiles replicate the look of traditional wood windows

• Low expansion provides easy operation for the life of the window

• Strength keeps windows square and true

• Narrow profiles allow for more visible glass area and expanded views

•  Long-term stability reduces the risk of seal failures and air leakage  

through the window

•  Patented, mechanically bonded inline acrylic finish is up to 3x thicker 

than competitive finishes, providing superior resistance to discoloring, 

scratching, and denting

FIBERGLASS WINDOWS HAVE  

A 38% LONGER USEFUL LIFE 

EXPECTANCY THAN VINYL.**

38%

*  Stiffness of the material to perform as designed. This stiffness is the flexural modulus of the material and is  

  expressed in pounds per square inch.

* * “Life cycle assessment of windows for the North American residential market: Case study” by the University  

  of British Columbia. Scandinavian Journal of Forest Research, 2008.
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The view through vinyl 

replacement windows

The view through Infinity  

replacement windows

Ultrex® Strength
The Strongest Choice for Window and Door Replacement

Durability for a lifetime

Ultrex is as strong as low carbon steel and 8x stronger than vinyl. It’s so tough, we have to use 

diamond-edge blades just to cut it to size. The strength of Ultrex translates into superior stability,  

long-term ease of operation, low maintenance, and superior performance.

Vinyl Ultrex fiberglass

Strength for an expanded view

Take a moment to look at the images below. The Infinity view is expanded — how? The superior 

strength of Ultrex also allows for a narrower window frame profile and more glass area than other 

replacement windows, giving you more daylight and better views.
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Cold, heat and time — no worries

Ultrex resists the ravages of cold, heat, time and pressure to provide  

the most worry-free windows and doors available today. While vinyl can 

distort in extreme heat or streak and crack in fluctuating temperatures, 

Infinity® products offer the highest level of performance and are virtually 

maintenance free.

Ultrex® Performance
Durable and Low Maintenance

Low thermal expansion means a stronger seal 
Comparison of expansion and contraction

The low expansion of 

Ultrex means Infinity 

Windows resist sticking, 

swelling, and warping, 

providing easy operation 

for the life of the window.

The low expansion of Ultrex 

means Infinity’s patented finish 

stays looking like new and is 

virtually maintenance free. It 

resists discoloring, warping, 

rotting, corrosion, denting, rust 

and doesn’t require sanding, 

scraping, or painting.

Vinyl

Wood/Vinyl Composite

Aluminum

Pine

Ultrex

Graph illustrates expansion  
values in In/In/Fx10-5

1 2 3

Ultrex has an extremely low thermal expansion rate, which keeps the window 

stable and weathertight, reducing the risk of seal failures and air leakage into 

your home.

Tired of windows that are difficult to operate?

Nothing  

holds true 

like Ultrex 

fiberglass  

from 350˚F 

to -30˚F

Tired of high-maintenance windows?
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Better looking inside and out

Our nearly 20 years of experience with Ultrex allows us to create products 

with intricate details. Drawing on the decades of experience from Marvin® 

Windows and Doors, Infinity products incorporate the details of 

traditional wood windows without the maintenance.

The difference is in the details

Vinyl windows can arrive with messy welded corners, and bulky profiles 

that reduce your view. Infinity windows arrive with clean mechanically-

bonded corners, traditional details, and narrow profiles to maximize your 

view.

A superior finish that outlasts the competition

Our patented, mechanically bonded finish is up to 3x thicker than competitive 

finishes. It provides superior resistance to scratching and UV degradation - even 

on darker colors.

The Ultrex coating system is AAMA 624-10 verified, meaning our commercial 

grade finish resists the harshest weather conditions mother nature offers; a 

claim our competitors can’t match.

Ultrex® Appearance
Superior Design with a Superior Finish

Fiberglass Competitor Infinity

Fiberglass Competitor

Vinyl Competitor

Infinity

Infinity

The automobile industry learned decades ago that 

acrylic lights outlast the painted finish of their 

vehicles. Infinity uses a similar acrylic finish to 

provide long-term color retention and durability.

Infinity uses a patented, mechanically-bonded 

finish, compared to competitors’ thin painted 

finish that can expose the rough fiberglass 

material.
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Ultrex is made predominately 

of silica sand, a safe and 

abundant natural resource.

Our facilities eliminate 95% 

or more of VOCs (Volatile 

Organic Compounds).

Energy Efficiency  
Technology Brings Cool Savings

Energy Efficient, Sustainable Design
Ultrex® fiberglass is far less thermally conductive than aluminum (500x 

less!) and insulates much like wood. This means that Ultrex provides an 

insulating barrier against extreme weather temperatures, keeping your home 

comfortable, and helping to reduce heating and cooling costs.

Glazing Options

LoE
_

2-272®: We know how important energy efficiency is, and our standard 

glass is a simple means of maximizing your home’s thermal efficiency  

year round. LoE
_

2-272® reflects heat back to its source so summer heat is 

reflected outdoor and indoor heating in the winter is retained. LoE
_

2-272®  

also blocks up to 84% of UV rays to reduce fading and damage to 

upholstery and carpet.

LoE
_

3-366®: Our optional LoE
_

3-366® glass provides increased performance 

for high sun exposure locations. This top-performance glass is formulated to 

reject solar heat while letting light in. With LoE
_

3-366®, light and visibility are 

maximized, while up to 95% of the sun’s damaging UV rays are blocked.

LoE
_

3-366®/i89™: Our optional LoE
_

3-366®/i89™ combines the energy-efficient 

properties and UV protection of LoE
_

3-366® with LoE
_

3-366®/i89™, an inside 

surface coating that immediately reflects escaping heat back into the room 

increasing comfort and energy efficiency.

Sustainable design and an investment that pays

INFINITY WINDOWS 

WITH LOE
–
 GLAZING CAN 

REDUCE YOUR HEATING 

AND COOLING BILLS BY 

UP TO 20%.*

Infinity® products have one of the 

highest performance ratings from 

the National Fenestration Rating 

Council (NFRC), the organization that 

defines energy performance ratings 

for the window and door industry. 

 *  Compared to single pane, clear aluminum windows. Estimated savings are based on data set forth in 

Window Selection Tool of the Efficient Windows Collaborative, available at http://efficientwindows.org.  

Actual savings will vary by product type, location, method of installation, individual home characteristics, 

local climate and conditions, utility rates, and other factors.

20%
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The glass in Infinity products 

contain 22%-29% recycled 

content, and Ultrex® requires  

less embodied energy to 

produce than vinyl.

Infinity products are 

ENERGY STAR ®  

qualified and are  

Hallmark certified.

Fiberglass windows have 

a 38% longer useful life 

expectancy than vinyl.*

New windows can increase the 

resale value if you decide to sell 

your home.

 *  “Life cycle assessment of windows for the North American residential market: Case study”  

by the University of British Columbia. Scandinavian Journal of Forest Research, 2008.

In cooler climates, 

Infinity windows with 

LoE
_

3-366®/i89™ glazing 

reflect 85% of indoor 

heat back into the 

home versus 16% 

reflection of other  

LoE
_
 glass coatings.

85%
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EverWood
®

 Engineered Finish
The Beauty of Wood, The Ease of EverWood

Now you can enjoy the natural appearance of wood without all the 

maintenance. EverWood is an Infinity®-exclusive wood grain interior finish 

that can be stained to match your existing woodwork. It looks and feels like 

real wood, but doesn’t require the sanding, scraping, or refinishing of wood.

Durable and low maintenance

Long-lasting EverWood is made from an inorganic material, so it won’t 

absorb moisture or decay over time. That means there’s virtually no warping, 

discoloration, material degradation, expansion, or contraction — just 

remarkably reliable performance and lasting beauty, year after year. 

Together, EverWood and Ultrex® offer the ultimate in beautifully superior, 

low-maintenance replacement windows and doors.

Stains just like wood

In a few easy steps, this remarkable engineered wood grain finish takes stain 

just like wood. Thanks to its extreme durability, you’ll enjoy the rich, natural 

look of wood for years to come.
HAVE A MOISTURE 

PROBLEM?

EverWood is inorganic and 

moisture resistant*, so it requires 

virtually no maintenance.

Mahogany Stain on Natural Wood Mahogany Stain on EverWood

 *  Submerged product photo is used for dramatic purposes only. EverWood is a moisture-resistant finish that 

is applied to Infinity products and does not make the product waterproof or prevent condensation. Infinity 

products should never be submerged in water.

Scan this QR code to 

learn more about the 

EverWood interior option.
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Chestnut Dark  

Oak

Maple Dark  

Maple

Cherry Mahogany Rosewood Walnut

Stain to match
EverWood® samples are provided with every window and make it easy to test 

for the right match. Now you can perfectly complement your home’s existing 

woodwork with the warmth and beauty of EverWood.
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FINISHING TOUCHES

Brick Mould Casing is available to  

add a traditional look to the exterior.

Features and Options
Making Your Replacement Windows and Doors Feel Like Home

PAINT TO MATCH

You can paint Infinity products 

to match exterior colors 

without affecting the protective 

performance of the Ultrex 

fiberglass substrate.*

Exterior color options

The exterior of Infinity® windows come standard in Stone White. Sierra, 

Cashmere, Pebble Gray, Bahama Brown, and Bronze are available as options. 

The Ultrex® fiberglass exterior finish is virtually impermeable and helps 

protect your windows from the effects of wind, weather, and time.

Interior color options

The interior of Infinity windows come standard in Stone White with Sierra 

and EverWood® available as options. EverWood, our unique engineered wood 

grain finish, provides the rich appearance of wood, yet is low-maintenance for 

years of lasting beauty. Durable EverWood can be easily stained to match the 

color of your home’s existing woodwork.

Stone White Sierra Cashmere

Pebble Gray Bahama Brown Bronze

Stone White Sierra EverWood

 *  Painting voids finish warranty. Visit infinitywindows.com for warranty details.
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Decorative glass options

Screen options

Eight great hardware finishes

Stone White 

Satin Nickel

Sierra

Oil Rubbed Bronze

Satin Taupe

Brushed Chrome

Brass

Antique Brass

Hi Transparency Screen Standard Screen

STC/OITC GLASS

Ideal when exterior noise is a 

concern. The increased pane 

thickness of this sound reducing 

glass option helps reduce the 

transmission of noise by reflecting 

the energy of the sound waves.

EVERWOOD® SCREEN

EverWood is now available on 

Casement and Awning screens. 

Have the look of wood-framed 

screens that are stained to match 

your interior trim without the 

maintenance of wood!   

Obscure Glue Chip Rain

Narrow Reed Reed Frost
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Grilles and Divided Lites
Pattern Options for a Custom Look

With Infinity® from Marvin®, there is no such thing as a minor detail. We  

pay close attention to every aspect of our windows. So choose an option that 

complements the personality of your home. We’ll take care of the details.

Grilles-Between-the-Glass

Infinity windows are available with 3/4" contoured  grille bars between the 

panes of glass.* Grille bars facing the exterior match the window exterior color, 

and grille bars facing the interior are available in Stone White, Sierra, Satin 

Taupe and Bronze. Grilles-Between-the-Glass combine easy glass cleaning with 

the stunning detail of a grille pattern. It’s the best of both worlds.

Simulated-Divided-Lites

Choose Simulated-Divided-Lites for an authentic divided glass look. 

Simulated-Divided-Lite bars are permanently adhered to the exterior  

surfaces of the glass with a spacer bar between the panes of glass. Exterior 

Simulated-Divided-Lite bars are made of the same tough Ultrex® fiberglass 

used on all Infinity exteriors. Interior bars are available in Stone White, 

Sierra or stainable EverWood® to match your existing woodwork.

Divided Lite Patterns

Various divided lite patterns are available to replicate the look of your original 

windows or to add architectural interest.

Prairie 9-LitePrairie 6-Lite

Cottage  

1-High

Standard

Rectangular

Standard

Rectangular

Additional divided lite patterns are available.  *  Available mid-year 2014.

Standard 

Rectangular

Cottage 

1-High

Rectangular 

1-High

Prairie 4-LitePrairie 6-Lite

Grilles-Between-the-Glass

Simulated-Divided-Lites
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Every home is as unique as its owner. With 

Infinity’s Divided Lite options you can let your 

personality shine.
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Double Hung

The smart replacement choice
You’ve heard it said, “Don’t work harder. Work smarter.” With old Double 

Hung windows, you can work up a sweat just opening them and keeping 

them open. The Infinity® Double Hung is the smart answer to a traditional 

favorite. You’ll be amazed at its smooth, effortless operation. Quality 

hardware and advanced design result in a Double Hung that is easy to clean 

from the interior of your home. Make the smart window choice and your 

“window worries” will become a thing of the past. 

Easy tilt operation

Unlock and raise  

the sash slightly.

Press the tilt release 

button and slide the lock 

lever over the button. 

Tilt the sash into the 

room for easy cleaning 

without screen removal.

Available in multiple styles

Cottage Oriel Standard

2-wide  

Double Hung

Picture Window with  

Double Hung Flankers

Half Round over 

Double Hung

Available in multiple assembly options
Window Opening Control Device*

Double Hung products are available with an 

optional window opening control device. The 

device limits the window’s net clear opening to 4" 

or less. The device may be disengaged, allowing for 

full operation and ventilation, and automatically 

reengages when the sash is fully closed.

*  For important window opening control device safety information, visit infinitywindows.com.
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With a matching picture unit available, the Infinity 

Double Hung provides a high performance 

replacement solution for every view in your home.
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The Easy Wash hinge*

2-wide  

Casement

Picture Window with Casement Flankers

Half Round over 

Casement

Available in multiple assembly options

Casement  
and Awning 

The Clear View hinge*

A versatile, user-friendly replacement option
One word describes Infinity® from Marvin® Casements and Awnings — easy. 

They are easy to choose, easy to operate and easy to love. The Casement  

(left- or right-hinged) and Awning (top-hinged) combine beauty and virtually  

effortless operation. The standard Easy Wash® hinge is just that — a design 

that lets you easily clean the window both inside and out. The optional  

Clear View® hinge provides for an optimal viewing area. Both Casements  

and Awnings feature folding handles that tuck conveniently out of the way  

of most window treatments and provide a clean, finished look.

Window Opening Control Device**

Casement products are available with an optional 

window opening control device. The device 

limits the window’s net clear opening to 4" or 

less. The device may be disengaged, allowing for 

full operation and ventilation, and automatically 

reengages when the sash is fully closed.

Simulated Checkrail

Casement windows are available with a simulated 

checkrail. The simulated checkrail option gives the 

look of a Double Hung window on a Casement.

*  Easy Wash® and Clear View® hinges are not available on Awning (top hinged) windows.  

Clear View hinge availability is based on window width

 **  For important window opening control device safety information, visit infinitywindows.com.
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Infinity Casements and Awnings incorporate effortless  

operation and functionality with a multi-point locking system.
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A smooth operating space-saver
If your gliders don’t “glide” anymore or you have a space where a swinging 

sash would be in the way, the Infinity® Glider is the perfect solution. 

The sash rollers allow this durable, energy-efficient window to operate 

effortlessly and seal tightly against air and water infiltration. Made with 

tough, dependable Ultrex® fiberglass inside and out, our Gliders are virtually 

maintenance free. You’ll also appreciate the superior performance and 

energy efficiency provided by standard LoE
–

2-272® with argon insulating 

glass. Cleaning the glass is simple with tilt latches that allow you to remove 

the operable sash for easy access.
The operating sash slides 

effortlessly and can be 

removed and reinstalled 

for easy cleaning.

Triple-sash units are available  

with operating sash on both ends.

Available in various configurations

Triple-sash units are available 

in equal sash configuration.

Double-sash units are available in 

equal and unequal sash configurations.

Glider
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This versatile Infinity Glider is the ideal answer when 

you’re looking for simple operation, energy efficiency 

and reliable performance.
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Round Top

A strong improvement to your view
 Whether you are looking to add visual interest to a room or simply 

replacing an old window, Infinity® Round Tops are a stunning addition 

to any space. Adding a half round with an open (pictured) or closed hub 

GBG above a standard window instantly adds light and style to your home.

As always, the elegance of your new Infinity Round Top will be complemented 

by incomparable durability.

Available in multiple assembly options

Half Round 

above Springline

Eyebrow 

above Springline

Right Quarter 

Round

Half Round

Eyebrow

Full Circle*

Left Quarter 

Round

*  Available mid-year 2014.
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Add elegance and individuality to your home by 

complementing windows with an Infinity Round Top.
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Style and Substance
A dramatic improvement to any living space — Infinity® Polygons are shaped 

to the architecture of your home. Open views and abundant natural light are 

achieved in a variety of styles from stand-alone picture windows that span 

up to 10 feet, to geometric combinations that follow the slope of your roof. 

Available in a variety of shapes including rectangles, pentagons, trapezoids  

and triangles, Infinity Polygons accentuate the design defining that special 

room in your home.

Polygon and 
Picture Windows

PentagonTrapezoid

Octagon Rectangle

Triangle Hexagon

Right 

Triangle

Left 

Triangle

Available in multiple assembly options
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Brighten interior spaces and accentuate your 

home’s unique characteristics with Infinity 

from Marvin® Polygons and Picture Windows.
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Bow Window

The dramatic made simple
The Infinity® Bow offers an easy way to expand your views and open up a 

room. The gentle curve can be created with four-, five- or six-wide assemblies 

of Casement windows. Head and seat boards are available in Bare Pine or 

optional Oak to allow for staining or painting to match your home’s interior.

5-Wide Casement Bow

Bare Pine or optional Oak 

head and seat boards allow 

for stain or paint to match 

the interior of your home.

6-Wide Casement Bow

4-Wide Casement Bow

Available in multiple assembly options
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Enhance your home with the strength of Ultrex® 

combined with the gentle curve of the Infinity Bow.
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A refreshing retreat
Invite nature in — create interest and add drama to any room with the 

simple combination of three windows set into the Infinity® Bay. Along with 

low-maintenance interior and exterior, you will enjoy the expanded views. 

From a small sunlit area for plants to an expansive reading nook, the Infinity 

Bay can work into any area of your home with two angle options of 30˚ and 

45 .̊ Choose Double Hung or Casement windows for your Bay with head 

and seat boards included.

The Infinity Bay is the  

perfect addition to your  

home for increasing light 

and adding dimension to 

any area.

Two angle options

Available in multiple configurations

Bay Window

30º 45º

Bare Pine or optional Oak head and seat boards allow for stain 

or paint to match the interior of your home.

Double Hung Bay 

with picture center unit

Double Hung Bay 

with operator center unit

Casement Bay 

with picture center unit
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Increasing character and adding more daylight to your 

home can be a simple process and worry free for years 

to come with Infinity from Marvin®.
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A footbolt provides 

additional security 

when the door is 

locked or vented. 

Doors to complete your vision
Add the finishing touch to your home with an Infinity Sliding Door. Choose 

from the Sliding French Door, a classic design with wide stiles and a tall 

bottom rail or the Sliding Patio Door, which features a narrower profile 

for a more contemporary appearance and larger glass area. Infinity doors 

feature full Ultrex® fiberglass construction for the ultimate in durable, low 

maintenance performance and are available in a variety of exterior color  

and finish options to complement Infinity windows.

Hardware Colors

Infinity ®  
Sliding Door

Sliding French Door

•  Traditional wide stiles and tall 

bottom rail

• Low-maintenance fiberglass

• Multi-point locking

•  Available in all Infinity exterior 

finishes

TOP-HUNG SCREEN

Sliding Patio Door

• Classic narrow lines

• Special sizes available

•  Low-maintenance fiberglass

• Multi-point locking

•  Available in all Infinity 

exterior finishes

White Sierra Brass PVD* Brushed

Chrome

Satin  

Taupe

Oil Rubbed  

Bronze PVD*

Satin 

Nickel PVD*

Our top-hung screens glide easily and 

won’t get hung up on dirt or pebbles 

in the sill track.

FOOTBOLT

* PVD finish provides maximum protection against tarnishing.

Antique

Brass
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A variety of customizable options allows you 

to craft an Infinity Sliding Door that blends 

seamlessly with Infinity windows.
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Doors to complete your vision
Bring the outdoors in with Swinging French Doors from Integrity. These 

beautiful, highly-durable doors feature the same Ultrex® fiberglass exterior  

as Infinity® products and are available with either a pre-finished White  

or Bare Pine interior. A variety of sizes and configurations are available  

including Inswing and Outswing options to best complement your home’s 

look and feel. Integrity doors also feature a variety of options including  

exterior colors, several hardware finishes and high-quality stainless steel  

multi-point locking system.

Exterior Colors

Integrity ®  
Swinging Door

 * PVD finish provides maximum protection against tarnishing.

Stone 

White

Cashmere Pebble Gray Bronze

Stainless steel 

multi-point  

locking system  

seals the door in  

four locations —  

head, sill,  

deadbolt and  

keyed cylinder —  

for stability  

and security.

Integrity Inswing (pictured) 

or Outswing French Door

•  Natural wood interior  

or pre-finished white

• Adjustable hinges

• Multi-point locking 

• Traditional French appearance   

 

Hardware Options

Available in White, Almond 

Frost, BrassPVD*, Satin NickelPVD* 

and Oil Rubbed BronzePVD*.
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Integrity® from Marvin® Inswing and Outswing  

French Doors feature an Ultrex® exterior and  

make a perfect complement to Infinity windows.
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Visit your authorized Infinity from Marvin® installing retailer today.

Choosing the right replacement windows for your home can be challenging.  

We think the more you learn about Infinity from Marvin, the easier your decision  

will become. We encourage you to visit your authorized Infinity from Marvin 

installing retail showroom or schedule an in-home appointment today and  

experience our unparalleled windows first-hand.

Call 1-800-391-6664 for the Infinity  from Marvin installing retailer nearest you. 

In Canada, call 1-800-263-6161. Or visit us at infinitywindows.com.


